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The year 2020 was an emotional
year. It was overwhelming at times,
created a challenge for marketing
crops and many felt they experienced little success. Now we are in
2021 and this year is producing
marketing challenges of its’ own.
Maybe you’ve forward contracted grain and
watched the market rally or maybe you waited
to contract and are wondering if you missed the
bubble.

“The secret to being wrong isn’t to
avoid being wrong! The secret is
being willing to be wrong. The secret is realizing that wrong isn’t
fatal.”
- Seth Godin

Whether you have made decisions on the 2021
crop or not, moving on from past marketing
decisions is keenly important because you always have more to sell, be it for this crop or the
next. If you make a profitable sale only to see
Selling and having prices go higher (sometimes the market rally, you now have the opportunity
much higher) can lead to beating yourself up,
to make an even better sale.
but higher prices after a sale does not mean the
sale was bad. Something to remember is not to As you move forward, follow these good marjudge your selling decisions as right or wrong,
keting habits.
but rather to make profitable sales and then
1. Think profit. Know your costs and try to
move on to the next one. Regretting a decision
generate revenue above them.
does not mean that the decision was bad. If you 2. Expose yourself to opportunity. Always
sold at a profitable level, the sale was a good
have offers in to sell at profitable levels.
one.
3. Move on. Focus on the next sale as opposed to the last one.
The market may present different challenges in
any given year, but the job is the same. You will Some decisions are better than others, but the
raise a crop, you will harvest a crop, and you
key is to make decisions based on good inforwill sell grain (though selling does not have to
mation at the time and move on. Focusing on
come last). The selling decision tends to cause the outcome of past decisions is a good way to
anxiety as producers struggle with the fear of
miss opportunity in the present. Successful
being “wrong”. Missing the high of the market, grain marketing is not about judging decisions
selling too soon, waiting too long, selling too
as wrong or right; it is about making the best
little at a good price – these can all feel like
decisions possible and moving on.
mistakes.

IT’S ACTION SEASON FOR FALL CROPS
It has been quite a wild ride since the fall 2020 harvest began. Here’s a quick recap of what it
has felt like to be a farmer making selling decisions in this environment:
Pre harvest: Prices are terrible with not much hope of getting better. “Guess I’ll store and
ignore for a while once I get this stuff harvested.”
Harvest: Prices start rallying. “Didn’t think I’d get this chance, I guess I can sell some.”
A few weeks later: Prices keep rallying. “These numbers look pretty good, I’m gonna sell
a little more than usual for this time of year.”
A few weeks later: Prices keep rallying. “I haven’t seen these prices in years, better reward them and keep selling!”
A few weeks later: Prices keep rallying. “How can I say no to these prices? I better go
ahead and sell the rest before it’s too late. My banker will be happy. This will be my best year
in a long time.”
A few weeks later: Prices...Keep...Rallying... “Oh no! What have I done? I will never
make this mistake again!”

(Article Continues on page 2)
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(It’s Action Season For Fall Crops - cont. from page 1)
It’s time to look forward! You can’t change the past. Don’t beat
yourself up over selling profitable prices just because you could
have made more. So, you didn’t hit the high – that’s not the goal of
any farm marketing plan because it is essentially impossible. The
goal is consistently selling good prices, not the high!
Over time, we either end up being the one
who sells too early or the one who sells too
late. The one that sells early usually sells
because the price was good and returned a
reasonable or good margin. The one who
sells too late (most years) is giving up and
taking whatever they can get to cover bills or
to make room for a new harvest. Over time,
the one who sells “too early” is far and away
in a better position.
Those who have decided to forward contract
know that years like this are part of the deal.
About once in every 10 years waiting to sell
can actually make you more money. But the
reason you sell ahead and take profits when
available is because you know that 9 out of
10 years this is the best thing to do.
So here we are in that 1 out of 10 year. Do
you let it blow your perspective and ruin your
marketing plan for years to come? Or do you
remain calm and consistent in the face of a
year you knew would happen eventually?
Looking back to the 2012 corn crop. Those
who forward contracted were kicking themselves for selling the crop “too early” as the
prices rose during and after harvest. But the
following winter of 2013 set the high for the
2013 crop. Most did not sell early because it didn’t work out in
2012, thus missing the best opportunities to sell 2013 at higher levels. Rallies have long tails and looking back instead of forward can
create FOMO (fear of missing out).
What Action Can Be Taken Now?
It’s the time of year when forward contracting the fall crop should be
at the forefront of everyone’s minds. The late spring/ early summer

WHEAT OPEN STORAGE POLICY FOR 2021

ALL WHEAT RECEIVED DURING 2021
WILL BE PLACED IN OPEN STORAGE.
Title of grain will remain in the farmer’s name until sold to keep
you eligible for any government assistance programs that might
become available.
For those who keep grain in storage for a number of months, we
may request that it be placed on Delayed Price (DP) later in the
year so that we will be able to ship it out. But for now, all wheat
will be placed in open storage.
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season is usually a great opportunity to sell ahead for your fall harvest bushels. The graphs below represent a 15 year average of
what prices did prior to harvest. They show the amount of cents
gained/lost each month when compared against the harvest price
as the base.
Again, selling the high shouldn’t be the goal. However, selling at
profitable prices when the market is offering them is a great plan.
Do these charts mean that we haven’t hit the
top yet? No. It shows that a consistent marketing plan that sells ahead, over the long
haul, will yield positive results.
In the last few weeks prices were high and
going higher. Presently they are coming
down. How much have you sold ahead?
Maybe you haven’t sold any yet. Maybe you
started selling early and have kept selling in
increments as the market went up. Maybe
you sold some early, then watched the market climb making you feel unsatisfied with
your original sales. Each of these scenarios
can create indecision about what to do next.
Most of us have experienced these situations at one time or another. Whatever your
situation, in order to achieve some success
in marketing it is important to have a
NUMBER BASED STRATEGY: Selling with
specific goals regarding price and quantity,
as opposed to the “I want the highest price I
can get” attitude.
So here is a plan of action: Look at YOUR
numbers and compare what you can
achieve profit-wise at a given time. (See the
5 Step Marketing Plan on page 3) Develop a
specific plan & follow through with it. Don’t
put all your eggs in one basket but get some
eggs into your basket. The markets will continue to go up and
down. But marketing based on real numbers and a specific plan is
more satisfying and has better odds of being profitable than just
“trying to get the highest price”. Maybe selling today makes sense.
If not, have a plan, put some target orders in that work toward your
profit goals. Make the 2021 crop a marketing win! Be decisive and
make a plan today!
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PLANNING FOR PROFIT
To profit from farming, you must capture a profit. That
sounds obvious and ridiculous, right? But what if the definition of PROFIT is restated like this: To obtain a financial
advantage from a farm investment, you must lock in financial
gain by capturing a sales price greater than the amount
spent in producing your crop.

ask is, “Am I marketing for profit or trying to get as much
as I can get?” The answer to this question can make all the
difference.

Just because something is obvious does not mean it is
easy. Not only is there an incredible amount of emotion
tied to decisions, but you also work in an industry with ever-changing circumstances. These challenges combined
often result in paralysis, which is not a profitable behavior.
So, how do you lasso your emotions to behave more profitably in a challenging environment?

Note: no one knows where the current market will go but
crunching the numbers may bring some surprises so it’s
worth the effort. Profit is more important than price level.
Waiting to see where the price goes without making a plan
usually won’t bring good results.

So here are a few actions to take for this marketing year.
• If you don’t have a plan – Make one! (follow the Steps
below)
“Profit” is one of those words that can be defined as both a
• If you have a plan, update it for current yield
noun and a verb. In this case, the verb creates the noun expectation.
profitable behavior results in profitable outcome.
•Sell some grain or set some targets.

Make a plan for profit!

The best profitable business behavior is using a plan to
identify target prices that will capture levels of profitability and then committing to sell at those prices if and when
they become available. However farmers attention is often
focused on what can I capture rather than what captures
a profit. This approach is problematic because it is really
difficult to nail anything down. What IS enough if you have
not identified a desired level of profitability? The motivation behind this approach is largely FOMO (fear of missing
out). But wanting as much as you can get and not wanting
to sell “too early” usually leads to paralysis. The challenge
is to focus on a plan for what captures a profit.
Currently the markets are volatile. While volatility can
exacerbate the challenge, it is also your opportunity.
Higher volatility brings both higher risk and reward.
Those who manage their position stand to gain more while
those who do not stand to lose more. With stakes being
higher your focus is much more important. The question to

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE AT
WALKER PRODUCTS
TARGET CONTRACTS:
You choose the price, and if the market hits it, we’ll
lock it in for you. This can be done on open storage
grain, DP grain, or future delivery. If the target isn’t
met, these are cancelable and cost you nothing.
FORWARD CONTRACTS:
These allow you to sell the grain before delivery and
are done in 1000 and 5000 bushel increments. This is
a good marketing tool that allows you to capture a
price that may not be available at or after harvest.
There is no cost for this option.

DEFERRED CONTRACTS:
Do you want to sell your crop now and not take payment until next year? This option is for you. You will
be asked to sign a contract, but there is no cost to
you. In fact, we pay a little premium to you if you
choose this contract.
STAY-IN-THE-MARKET CONTRACTS:
Also known as minimum price contracts, these allow
you to stay in the market. A floor price is set at which
you get paid, and you still have opportunity to stay in
the market and catch the gains should the market rally. This costs a premium which is known upfront, but
it does protect you from declining prices and stops
storage and DP costs.

Walker Products Co., Inc.
414 S. Sixth St.
P.O. Box 349
Lincoln, KS 67455-0349
785-524-4107
785-524-3309 (fax)
Email: contact@walkerproducts.net
Walker Products Company is an independently owned country
grain elevator in Lincoln, Kansas, dedicated to bringing profitability
to area farmers by using clear-cut marketing concepts proven to add
value to the farming operation. We are dedicated to educating ourselves and our customers in farm and business management and
ready to assist you with your grain handling and marketing needs.
Friendly, customer service is the foundation of our business with integrity at its core. With over 60 years of experience, our focus remains the same…

We are committed to your success!!

HARVEST DO’S
DO call us ahead of time to make changes to field
splits or names.
DO remember to tell your driver what field you are
on.
DO check your tickets daily to make sure the names
and splits are correct. Changing tickets right away is
easy for us to do. But after landlords or farmers sell,
we are not able to make any changes.

DO sign up for MyGrower! (call the office)
DO be safe and have a bountiful harvest!!

FIND US ON THE WEB

www.walkerproducts.net

Storage & DP Rates:
Storage and DP rates will remain the same for all commodities.
-Wheat, Milo and Corn are .0015 cents/bu/day. (4.5 cents/month).
-Soybeans are .0017 cents/bu/day (5 cents/month).
15 day grace period before storage starts.
(Storage/DP will then revert back to delivery date).

Grain Quotes (updated every 15 minutes)
Producer Resources, Storage & DP rates, Discount Schedules
Available on Mobile Devices
Available to Customers on MyGrower
Find us at Facebook.com/walkerproductscompany

Committed to Your Success!!

Walker Products Co., Inc.
414 S. Sixth St.
P.O. Box 349
Lincoln, KS 67455

